
Choose A Duel, Point Out Your Challenger, 
And Find Out Who’s the Greatest of all Time!

Flanx is a head-to-head game of speed where each player must match shapes and colors to 
quickly arrange their cards on a table.  The objective is to build a trail of cards around the other 
player’s line. The first person to flank their opponent and place a card behind the other player’s 
line wins the game.

The kicker is that there are no turns. Both players move simultaneously so speed and flawless 
execution are the keys to success!

 Match shapes and colors to flank 
your opponent to win!

 There are no turns so move fast!

 A unique, exciting, and addictive 
experience! 

 Available in a unique eight-unit high 
visibility shelf / countertop display! 

 Available in United States, Canada, 
UK, Ireland, Australia, New Zealand, 
and South Africa. 

 MSRP: $9.99  

 Available: September, 2018

 Weight: 2.5 oz 

 Dimensions:  2.75” x 2.75” 2.75” 

 Casepack: 8

 Country Of Origin: USA

 Number of Cards In Set / Contents:
  Fast Play Card
  36 Black / 36 White
  Instructions

 Number Of Players: 2

 Ages: 12+

 Time To Play One Game: 1 - 5 minutes 

The Game 
Simple Addictive Fun

The Goal 
Roll to get closest to the Target Number without 
going over. 

Establish the target number.

Player one rolls all dice and choses one to save in a 
“saved pool”.

Keep rolling and adding to the saved pool until you 
decide to stop.

The sum of the numbers on the dice in your saved 
pool MINUS the number of physical die that you 
did not save is your score for the round.

If the total exceeds the Target Number, you are out 
of that round.

Pass the dice clockwise to the next player.

The Dice 
High quality imported polyhedral dice.

These dice sets are a perennial seller to roleplaying 
gamers who collect these sets. 

Can be used for the One Ten game or any of 
hundreds of existing RPGs.

Extremely competitively priced. 

MSRP: $8.99
Weight: .25 lbs 
Dimensions: 4” x 7” x 1.5”
Casepack: 8
Country Of Origin: China
Contents:
   Rules
   7 Classic Polyhedral “RPG” Dice
      - One 4 Sided Die
      - One 6 Sided Die
      - One 8 Sided Die
      - One 10 Sided Die (Ones Facings) 
      - One 10 Sided Die (Tens Facings) 
      - One 12 Sided Die
      - One 20 Sided Die

Ages: 13+
Number Of Players: 4 - 8
Time To Play One Game: 5 minutes 

One Ten Dice Game is fast fun press your luck game for casual players  
-AND- a high quality, reasonably priced set of polyhedral dice for role 

playing game enthusiasts.  
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